In applied welfare economics, the value or a price change is measured by the equivalent change in income. The most direct way to convert price changes into income equivalents is to use the expenditure function, which is the minimum expen· dilure achieving a given utility level, €(1, q, 11) = minx 0 + q · x I 11(x 0 • x) > 11 ,
•o• where x 0 = gross demand for numeraire goods, whose price is unity, x = vector or net demands fo r non-oumeraire goods, q = vector of relative prices of non4 numeraire goQds, and u = utility.
(I)
We shall propose an equally compact expression for the income equivalent of a q uantity change. First we offer a fo rmal definition of the new expenditure function, and then we shall explain its interpretation and use. Consider the problem of finding the p rices and income at which the quantity weighted sum of these variables is minimized, subject to the constraint that the indirect utility fu nction assumes a particular value,
In fig. I we find the minimum by moving along an indifference curve in the space of • This rcse.arch was rupported in pa11 by an NSF gr-aot. C would like. to th.:tnk Jerry Green for hclp(ul com1nents and suggeslions.
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prices, holding quantitiesx constant, searching for the lowest budget line. The new expenditure function is found by adduig the constant x O to this expression,
We sltall call the familiar form of the expenditure function 'indirect' because its arguments are prices, and we shall call the new form 'di rect' because its arguments are quantities.
There is a simple interp retalion of the direct form of the expenditure function.
Let us define xo to be t he quantity of the nUJneraire which satisfies the budget identity -x 0 = q · x -I . Finding the values of q and I wh.iclt miJtilnize q · x -I , subject to a constraint upon indirect utility, is equivalent to minimizing xo subject to a constraint upon direct utiJity.
In fig. 2 we find the rnuiimum by searchiJtg down the line of constant consumption :c = X for its intersection \Vith the indifference curve u(x 0 , .x). In ,vords, the direct expenditure function is the difference between actual nun1eraire consumption and the hypothetical level of numeraire consumption necessary to achieve a given level of utility for given non-numeraire consumption.
The 
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the actual change in numeraire consumption x8 -x% is already in dollars, but the actual change in non-nu1neraire consun1ption xb -x 4 is not. The hypothetical change in nu1 neraire consumption which con1pcnsatcs for the actual change in nonnumeraire consumption is found by inverting
and solving for x~,
The dollar value which the direct expenditure function assigns to the change in the consumption bundle is minus the sum of the actual and compensating changes in
In other words, the direct expenditure function values a quantity change according to the d ifference between the actual numeraire consumption and the hypothetical change in nun1eraire consun1ption which holds utility constant, or according to 1niJuLS the con1pensating variation in ,iumeraire consu1npn'o1t
This point can be seen from a slightly different angle by using some properties of the direct expenditure function. We convert from utils to doJlars ,vhcn we value the change ub -ua according to the direct expenditure function,
Equality follows from eq. (3) and O = £(x8, x•, u•); the function is nil al any inter· section of a Hicksian and MarshaUian demand curve because at that point it equals net expenditure. The direct expenditure function evaluates the utility change as equal to n1inus the con1pensating variation in numeraire consumption. This expression for the change is the most meaningful, but not the most useful. If we use the fact that the derivative of the direct expenditure fw,ction with respect to quantity is willingness-to-pay (inverse compensated demand), chen a little mani· pulation yields the expression
where q( . ) is the inverse compensated demand. These two terms represent the sum of the actual change in numeraire consumption and the hypotltetical change in numeraire consun1ption ,vhich compensates for the actual change in non,numeraire consumption. Notice that the sum of the vertical areas under the inverse demand curves for the nOn·nu1neraire goods is the hypothetical change in numeraire con· sumption xO -.xS.
The direct and indirect expenditure functions order changes in the opposite direction; a,1y cha,1ge in income and prices(/•, q")-> (/ 0 , q"), with corresponding change in quantities Cxi, x")-+ <x8, x•), has the opposite sign when measured by the direct and indirect expenditure functions,
qb xb ln other words, the actual income change plus the consumer's surplus summed over a11 markets, has the san1.e sign as the actual change in numeraire consumption plus the willingi1css-to-pay summed over all rnarkets. These observations about signs follow from the fact that e is monotonic increasing in u, and Eis monotonic dccreas-
The direct expenditure function is the easiest and simplest way to evaluate quantity changes,just as the indirect expenditure function is the best way to value price changes. The chief advantage is the ability to reason with confidence when several markets are influenced by the change. For example, it is not uncommon in costbenefit analysis to value inputs by their opportunity cost (area under demand or supply curve) and then to value price changes in outputs by the consumer's surplus (area to left of demand curve). This is an example of the kind of error which is elim· inated by our dual approach. As another example, consider the effect upon welfare of taxing complements to leisure and subsidizing substitutes. We can construct the simplest proof that this policy increases welfare when there is a pre-existing tax on labor income. We adopt The value of a change in E is dE=dx 0 +q, dx, +q 2 dx 2 .
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Suppose this change is caused by a tax on x 1 , with an offsetting subsidy on x 2, when there is a pre-existing tax to on labor income. By differentiating the individual' s budget constraint and government's revenue constraint, the preceding equation can be
whjch is positive by our assun1ptions.
The direct expend iture function also offers the simplest way to construct shadow prices. For example, a government project which exactly substitutes public for private consumption of good i should use the shadow price
This definition of i's shadow price is consistent with measuring value by compensating variations, as proved by the Fundamental Equality of Value. The develo pment o f a general t heory o f shadow pricing requires the introduction of new concepts, namely the direct profit function for fi rms and govemmcnt. These new concepts are not difficult, because the usual profit function bears the same relationship to the direct profit function as exists between the ind irect and direct expenditure functions. However, the account of such uses must be postponed fo r a longer paper. , -ll follows that E is concave:
( iv) Continuity fo llows fro m concavity.
Conunent
The properties of the direct expenditure function parallel those of the indirect expenditure function, except the indirect expenditure function is homogeneous of degree I in prices, whereas the direct expenditure function is not homogeneous in quantities. This diffe rence is a consequence of the fac t that doubling prices and income does not influence utility. but doubling consumption increases utility. The choice of the nurneraire good affects the value of either expenditure function, but not the ranking of chru1ges.
Proposition about direct expenditure function (2) From the definition it is obvious that E(x8, x", u") =-xi+ x 8 + E (xi, x•, u") . 
